The substitution of concepts in the TSCM
Now there are many radio monitoring systems on the market. They all have many different technical parameters but
all of them can do just one thing – to display spectrum of radio signals and (in the best case) retain panoramas in DB.
These programs are not able to solve tasks of analyzing of legal communication channels at all or just simulate that
work. There are many different reasons: poor input channel, impossibility to connect device with computer or even
unwillingness to accept this problem! Why should we change anything if customer is ready to pay for outdated
decisions? However, customer often even does not know that producer offers him moth-eaten devices, which are
not able to give him an effective counteraction to up-to-date threats.
But the problem is real!
Let’s talk a bit about “classic radio monitoring” which does not solve problems of analysis and protection of digital
information transmitted via radio channels. The question is: do we need such monitoring against up-to-date digital
clandestine devices of interception of information?
To understand the problem we need to imagine, what is it typical object, which needs protection.
Not necessary to talk about standalone objects somewhere in the middle of a desert. There is very simple decision of
the problem – any new radio source or physical object is a threat. We would like to talk about object placed in the
center of city, among administrative and private buildings with old and new electronic devices, analog and digital
phones, WLANS and so on. In the city where work GSM 2G/3G/4G and UMTS operators, DECT phones, different type
of emergency alarms and radio networks etc.
The difficulty of contemporary monitoring is based on such problem that up-to-date illicit “bugs” use the same
standards as legal devices placed in the buildings and around them.
Let’s look what can do an operator with standard equipment without software for digital analysis.
Here are some examples:
1. What shall you do, when intercept such spectrum diagram like on the Figure 1?
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How can you identify an illicit device, which works on the same frequencies like up to 24 legal devices – 12
DECT bases and phones? DECT standard allows using 10 frequencies like this. It means we can detect up to 240
devices simultaneously! In the vast business centers, very often all 10 channels are busy.
On the Figure 2 you can see an example of detection of 15 DECT bases.
Figure 2.

An operator with big experience can say:
“To localize a clandestine illicit source, I will switch off all DECT devices in the office and look for a source with
the most strong signal around me”. It is a good idea, but how can you switch off a phone and base in the office
near yours, which belongs to another company? In many offices, we have seen stuff continuously moving and
speaking by DECT phones throughout many rooms in the building. The strength of signals changed every time.
In the night, the situation does not change, because DECT bases work always. As you can see, in this case we
should be able to receive, decode and read headers of DECT packets.
Here is another one example – the frequency range 2,4 – 2,5 GHz. WiFi, ZigBee, Bluetooth, quadrocopters
(UAV) control, digital and analogue camcorders here they are! There is no better frequency range to hide an
illicit radio device! Just look at spectrum on the Figure 3.
Figure 3.

Can you say where a “bug” is? We can’t, but it is! The digital analysis only can help us to solve this problem
successfully.
Briefly, we can say – nowadays, contemporary TSCM is impossible without a digital analysis of intercepted
signals.

The situation like this is actual for a long time and in some cases operators try to solve problem by using digital
devices connected to computers via USB. Devices, which are not especially designed for radio interception and
does not have a proper sensitivity and selectivity.
In case of radio interception and intelligence, radio-monitoring systems should be developed as all-in-one
system. Just try to find in Google “high-power Bluetooth system” and you will find Bluetooth modules with
range up to 2 km. This example is for readers, who thinks that Bluetooth is a short range standard.
So, what kind of difficulties are waiting for an operator, who is trying to find a clandestine Bluetooth device?
There are more than 10-15 Bluetooth devices can work simultaneously in the premise. The worse situation is in
the offices, where people like to use products Apple’s products. These devices often use Bluetooth for
interconnection, because it is very convenient for users. In the same room can work many other Bluetooth
gadgets. Even security can use Bluetooth garniture connected to portable radio stations. How can we
differentiate legal and illicit sources? Furthermore, “bug” can be placed in the same place where works a legal
source, has the same strength of signal, and receiver is mounted in an adjacent premise, but owner of this
room is another company.
The implication is one – without analysis of headers of Bluetooth packets and collecting LAP-addresses of
devices which work in the controlled area, it’s practically impossible to find illegal source.
Why LAP, not MAC address?
Here is an important moment – the substitution of concepts. To understand this case we should to remember,
that Bluetooth devices which has been interconnected with each other once and do not work in discoverable
mode, don’t broadcast their MACs. For example, if your Bluetooth keyboard was connected to the laptop or
Bluetooth headset was connected to the mobile phone, they will not broadcast MACs. If your spectrum
analyzer is able to detect MACs only, you will not detect such devices as above. It means you will not find a bug
connected to the receiver that is located in another room or even in another building.
Here is a worse situation - a year ago, we have found a Bluetooth device did not founded by Bluetooth
analyzer. Only RadioInspector with spectrum analyzer Kassandra have detected device by it’s spread spectrum
emission in Bluetooth frequency range. This problem forced us to study intercepted signal deeper. The
implication was unpredictable and very unpleasant for users of standard Bluetooth analyzers – the frequency
of work this device was shifted more than 100 KHz and this device now is invisible for standard analyzers of
digital channels.
We revised algorithms of work of our digital analyzer – DTest. Now it able to work in different modes and
detects devices with standard frequency range, with arbitrary frequency range and with shifted frequency
relatively to standard frequency range.
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Pay your attention to one of MAC addresses in the middle column of the table, it is the only one device which
could be detected by contemporary digital spectrum analyzers of the most developers. In this case we can see

an Apple’s keyboard. In the left table we can see “invisible” devices. They don’t broadcast full MAC addresses
to the network because they already established interconnection: a keyboard, mobile phone and headset and
proverbial device with shifted RF beyond standard Bluetooth frequency range.
Operators, who practices TSCM, should to take note, that LAP address 9E:8B:33 which is displayed at the end
of string is just a broadcast request “give me your address” for any devices around. In our case, this request
have sent by notebook’s Bluetooth adaptor of radio monitoring system Kassandra especially for clandestine
devices detection. If you don’t use an active search mode, but request like this is present in the table, it means
there is any other device is looking for connection in your premise. For example, two men are trying to send a
file to via Bluetooth from one device to another.
Digital analysis by spectrum?
Another one example of substitution of concepts – in some TSCM systems the digital analysis is presented by
signal detection in a specific frequency range only. For instance, we can’t understand, how the signal
intercepted on the frequency range 1920 – 1980 MHz is recognized like UMTS2100 or signal intercepted on the
FR 3400 – 3700 MHz is Wi-Fi?
Where is such confidence from?
In fact, it is impossible to decide what kind signal was intercepted without real digital analysis of I/Q data.
DMR, Tetra, APCO…
Very important channel of information leakage is trunked radio used by security stuff. It seems strange, what
kind of influence has trunked radio onto information confidence? What about password interception or
eavesdropped part of confident conversation?
How does it become possible? Nowadays radio uses digital channels for interconnection! Yes, and here is the
newest problem! Digital standards have many good decisions, but they have vulnerabilities too.
The first and the most important problem is drivers inside radios – you never be assure what kind of
“surprises” has software installed into your mobile station. Nowadays the most popular digital standard is
DMR. Very convenient digital standard allows interconnect two groups of speakers simultaneously in direct
(DMO) and/or trunked (TMO) modes. An encryption and SMS are supported too. The “police mode” realized by
using DMO, this function is very interesting for us, because it allows switching on needed radio station and
forcing it to transmit eavesdropped information. Meanwhile drivers allow switching off any indicators on the
radio to hide this mode. Duration of “police mode” of Motorola mobile radio can be up to 2 minutes.
The most interesting case we encountered in our work was “police mode” on the one of the Motorola’s radio
placed in the car of one important person of a big company. It was impossible to understand which of stations
transmits information and localize it. Only digital analysis helped us to determine that one of radios uses
second timeslot to transmit eavesdropped information.
That is why we work hard to improve DTest to analyze security radio channels:
- the possibility to demodulate APCO, TETRA, DMR without encryption;
- the IDs of radio stations.
We insist that radio channels of security forces must be under control 24-hours a day not only for radio
exchange tracking. Impossibility to analyze the whole structure of radio exchange by contemporary radio
control system, from our point of view, is unforgivably carefree.

